Have a Little Faith is not a book that tries to lead you to a final conclusion. It is an odyssey that highlights one man’s reflection on his own faith while he deals with preconceptions and misgivings about another one. Albom masterfully handles class, religious, and economical differences, as well as, many other issues that we face in our everyday lives without passing final judgment. The book is a journey, but it is up to the reader as to where the final destination ends. See what CBN.com has to say about the latest books! More Books on CBN.com. Send Dr. Jayce your comments. Have a Little Faith is a 2009 non-fiction book by Mitch Albom, author of previous works that include Tuesdays with Morrie and The Five People You Meet in Heaven. It is based on two separate sets of conversations that took place between the author and members of the clergy: a rabbi in a relatively affluent section of New Jersey, and a Protestant minister in a very poor section of Detroit, Michigan.

I Don't Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist is a 2005 book by Victor J. Stenger. It is a collection of essays exploring the theme of faith and its relationship to atheism. The book argues that science can explain the world and does not require faith. If you're still a skeptic after reading I Don't Have Enough Faith to Be an Atheist, then I The Little Book of Common Sense Investing: The Only Way to Guarantee Your Fair Share of Stock Market Returns (Little Book Big Profits) is a 2007 book by John C. Bogle. It primarily on index investing to help Vanguard™s clients build substantial wealth. Now, with The Little Book...